Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

This is a 3 CELEBRATION newsletter!

First, we CELEBRATE that we just recently discovered that Possibilitators from around the world have already delivered over 100 online and offline Rage Clubs so far in 2021! Anne-Chloé Destremau is currently delivering her third Rage Club Spaceholder Training, and for those who have already participated in Rage Club Spaceholder Training, Anne-Chloé along with Vera Luisa Franco will soon deliver a Fear Club Spaceholder Training.

Find the next Rage Clubs here.
By the way, Anne-Chloé is being featured in a new project called *The New Earth School* being developed by Karen Birch.

*Discover The New Earth School [here](#).*

Second, we CELEBRATE that Possibility Trainer Patricia Patz has written a new book in German: *Ich Mach Mein Ding* – wie du Beruf und Berufung vereinst (I Do My Thing – how to combine your job and your calling), published by *Business Village*. The book is primarily not about how to find your calling, but how to take responsibility for bringing into the world what is important to you and what you burn for. Patrizia writes about the 14 typical hurdles that usually keep us from being our calling in action. And of course, how to overcome those hurdles. And that, of course, is where all the wonderful distinctions and tools of Possibility Management come in:

Hurdle No. 1: You use the operating system ‘Survival 10.0’ instead of ‘Destiny 1.0’.
Hurdle no. 2: You believe your own stories.
Hurdle no. 3: You do not yet own your feelings.
Hurdle no. 4: You are afraid of fear.
Hurdle no. 5: You think you have time.
Hurdle no. 6: You only decide when you are absolutely sure.
Hurdle no. 7: You believe that trust is something that grows slowly.
Hurdle no. 8: You do not yet own your dark side.
Hurdle no. 9: You got lost in a spiritual odyssey.
Hurdle No. 10: You are hypnotised by the system and only choose what is offered.
Hurdle no. 11: You live someone else's life.
Hurdle no. 12: Ancient unconscious decisions are still active in you.
Hurdle no. 13: You suffer from Peter Pan syndrome.
Hurdle no. 14: You give away your power to avoid responsibility.

Because these hurdles are familiar to almost everyone in the world, we are begging Patrizia to also publish this book in English very soon!
This third CELEBRATION is gratefulness for new clarity about Decontaminating your Adult Ego State.

What does this even mean? It means that when you try to relate as an adult and what keeps coming out is:

- smiling, whining, frightened, complaining, scared-needy victim emotions from your Child Ego State, or
- critical, better-knowing, approving-disapproving, angry judgments, and advice-giving emotions from your Parent Ego State, or
- cynical, rude, idiotic, sarcastic, sideways comments, insulting chuckles and stupid jokes from your Gremlin Ego State...

you have options to exit that you did not have before.

New research from the Possibility Management Trainer Guild has expanded the
thoughtmaps and practices for giving you better access to the Free and Natural Adult Ego State.

This also means you gain more access to Radical Relating and the archetypal intimacy domains. Full details are given on the http://decontamination.mystrikingly.com website. 3Cell teams are forming up to help each other do the needed work.

We wish you remarkable experimenting!
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